We've had an incredible Prevention Month, but there still is work to do.
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How can we encourage more doctors to prescribe buprenorphine?

This says it all. We must work together to stop this epidemic.
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We must empower our youth. And a special shout-out to our #STIGMA Art Show.

We hear this misconception *every day* in prevention. Prevention WINS.

And, we've had an incredible Prevention Month, but there still is work to do.
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Everybody has a role to play in addressing this epidemic, so thank you for taking action.
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And, let's talk about prescribers being required to certify with ABAM "before" prescribing addictive drugs.
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We put up a one-stop web resource on opioids. It's a critical tool that you can bookmark: PreventRxAbuse.org
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And CBS, ABC, NYTimes, Google, NBA, MLB & more will donate millions in media for Partnership for Drug-Free Kids PSAs (3/3/)
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A5: Kids equipped with strong social emotional skills, such as good decision-making skills, are less likely to abuse Rx.
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Have you noticed missing/decreased amounts of meds in your home? Your teen may be responsible. More:
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Q5: Following up on that last question about over prescribing to kids, what can community members do about it?
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FACT: Heavy misuse of opioids has been associated with initiation of heroin use.

Prescriber ed is a priority. eg HIDTA sponsors prescriber ed w/ BU Medical School
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TIP: Keep the momentum going and learn new strategies at CADCA's Forum in February. Part of what works is the focus on education and prevention—and bringing a broad group of community partners to the table. #Rx Abuse Awareness #RxAbuseAware #registertovote #addiction #drugfreecommunities #EndNAS #nurses

Are any of these meds in your medicine cabinet? Keep an eye out. They may contain #Rx Abuse Awareness #RxAbuseAware #RxAbuseAware #RxAbuseAware #RxAbuseAware #RxAbuseAware

Kids as young as 11 years old are self administering OTC meds. How can school bullying prevention, awareness, and response in schools be a key element of drug abuse prevention and behavioral health promotion? When abused, even a single large opioid dose can cause death -

http://bit.ly/1KmMMRq
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The media can help bring attention to this tragic loss of life and potential. Too many broken hearts.
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We know what works in this crisis: prevention, treatment, and recovery. Let's get to work.
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 started us out in 2008. Thanks for your continued support and faith in us.
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